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Abstract 11 
Fresh strawberry fruit is highly susceptible to damage during mechanical handlings. To prevent 12 
fruit macro-damage from external forces and predict damage evolution in internal tissues, the textural 13 
failure mechanics of strawberry fruit and its tissues were characterized by loading-unloading tests at 14 
different compression speeds. Strawberry fruit showed expected three stages of deformation during the 15 
loading phase, namely elastic, local plastic and structural failure deformation. Their cut-off points 16 
depended on the compression speed and loading direction, which was validated further by the 17 
corresponding visible browning processes in tissues from fruit longitudinal equatorial section. The 18 
peak force and absorbed energy depended on the loading direction and compression speed while the 19 
percentage of damaged mass only depended on the loading direction. The fruit was most susceptible to 20 
mechanical damage when it was compressed along its stem-blossom axis at low percentage 21 
deformation and along its radial axis at high percentage deformation. The absorbed energy and 22 
percentage of damaged mass of the strawberry fruit was correlated, which suggested that the absorbed 23 
energy could be an appropriate and easily measurable mechanical parameter for quantitatively 24 
assessing the degree of fruit damage. The failure stress, failure energy and elastic modulus of fruit 25 
tissues increased with the compression speed, while this factor did not affect the failure strain. The 26 
average failure stress, failure strain, failure energy and elastic modulus of fruit inner tissue were 0.093 27 
MPa, 17.7%, 8.09 mJ, 0.53 MPa, which was 1.27, 1.14, 1.47, 1.15 times enhanced compared to values 28 
of outer tissue (p<0.05), respectively.  29 






1. Introduction 34 
Fresh strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa Duch.) is an important component of many human diets 35 
and its annual production is more than 198 thousand tons with a gross production value more than 12.3 36 
billion dollars since 2010 (FAOSTAT, 2019); therefore, its quality is also economically crucial (Bovi et 37 
al., 2018). Texture is one of the most critical quality attributes in consumer evaluation of fresh fruit 38 
and vegetables (Sirisomboon et al., 2012). Strawberries are very susceptible to damage during 39 
mechanical handlings resulting in high perishability and handling requirements to avoid loss of quality 40 
(Liang et al., 2020). Losses begin at the farm and accumulate throughout the supply chain (Kelly et al., 41 
2019; La Scalia et al., 2016), since mechanical damage may lead to accelerated deterioration of a 42 
whole fruit during subsequent handling (Li and Thomas, 2014). Many fruits with apparently little 43 
damage during harvesting are subsequently discarded in the harvest-consumption chain, which result 44 
in food wastage and seriously affects the economic benefit of sellers (Li and et al., 2019; Tang et al., 45 
2019; Zhuang et al., 2018). From a material science viewpoint, fruit mechanical damage is a failure 46 
behavior of living tissue or internal structure when a fruit is subjected to excessive tension, 47 
compression or shear forces (Li et al., 2017a), and as such, it is closely dependent on fruit textural 48 
mechanics. The fruit mechanics will be a vital basis for assessing postharvest fruit quality (Chaves et 49 
al., 2017; Contigiani et al., 2018; Duarte-Molina et al., 2016), predicting internal mechanical response 50 
(e.g. damage evolution) under different handling processes (Li, 2013; Li et al., 2017b), and developing 51 
mechanical handling equipment (e.g. harvesting robot fingers, washing, grading and packing machines) 52 
(Ji et al., 2017; Mahalik and Nitaigour, 2014).  53 
Previous research on strawberry textural mechanics can be classified into two aspects related to 54 
the postharvest conditions and its impact on fruit damage and the textural change during fruit 55 
development and in shelf life. An early study illustrated that fresh ‘Selva’ strawberries were graded as 56 
unsaleable if the skin has serious abrasions or bruises penetrating deeply into the surface after 57 
vibration treatments. Furthermore, it was found that more than 50 % strawberries subjected to 7.5~10 58 
Hz vibrations in the top box were unsaleable (Aliasgarian et al., 2015). Chaiwong and Bishop (2015) 59 
reported that the vibration frequencies ranging from 3~5 Hz affected the quality of ‘Elsanta’ 60 
strawberry as described by its electrical conductivity which is associated with the severity of the 61 
bruises. The authors also found that the vibration at 5 Hz for 150 sec was the critical condition for the 62 
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increase of fruit loss. Aliasgarian et al. (2015) illustrated that the maximum damage of ‘Gaviota’ 63 
strawberries was found during delivery at the bottom rows in the boxes. Similarly, the mechanical 64 
damage was influenced by the position of the box inside the truck with more damage in boxes at the 65 
higher position. Kelly et al. (2019) proposed that maintaining a constant optimum temperature 66 
throughout the supply chain is paramount to reducing strawberry quality losses and consequently 67 
waste. Consistently, varying temperatures during postharvest handling such as storage at the grower at 68 
5 °C, shipping to the stores at 8 °C, and storage at the consumer level at 20 °C had the greatest impact 69 
on overall strawberry quality, e.g. firmness.  70 
More fruit quality-related researches focused on the firmness change of strawberries in 71 
postharvest. Some literatures demonstrated that the firmness of strawberry mainly depended on fruit 72 
cultivar (Aliasgarian et al., 2015; Pham and Liou, 2017; Zeliou et al., 2018), storage time and 73 
condition (La Scalia et al., 2016) and fresh-keeping method (Contigiani et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2019; 74 
Zhang et al., 2018), whereas the vibration frequency had no impact on firmness (Chaiwong and 75 
Bishop, 2015; Dieter Fischer, 1990). Contigiani et al. (2018) showed an approximately linear increase 76 
of stress with the strain up to the epidermis rupture point when strawberry fruit was punctured at 30 77 
mm/min and the epidermis contributed approximately 50-55% to the firmness of the fruit before the 78 
rupture force, and the rupture force of fresh ‘Albion’ strawberries was 2.4~3.1 N. Ozonized water 79 
washing for 5 min along with cold storage can extend the strawberry shelf-life by decreasing fungal 80 
decay and water loss while the storage time and crop year had a significant effect on the fruit 81 
mechanics. In contrast, modified atmosphere packaging could potentially affect fruit’s development 82 
and firmness (Contigiani et al., 2018). Zhang et al. (2018) demonstrated that the firmness of fresh 83 
strawberry packaged with permeable films decreased with increasing storage time, but the decrease 84 
was delayed compared to control fruit measured using puncture tests at 2 mm/s. Similarly, Yan et al. 85 
(2019) concluded that edible coating had a positive effect on the maintenance of fruit firmness in 86 
‘Akihime’ strawberry; The firmness of strawberry coated by e.g. 1% chitosan affecting the gas 87 
permeability and viscoelastic properties was about 0.4 N higher than the uncoated fruits after eight 88 
days of storage measured by puncture test at 0.5 mm/s.  89 
Nevertheless, closer information on the textural failure mechanics of strawberry fruit and its 90 
tissues under different loading conditions, e.g., different compression speeds, loading directions, and 91 
percentage deformations, are still missing. Consequently, it is difficult to quantitatively assess the 92 
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internal mechanical damage evolution and damage volume changing of strawberries by numerical 93 
simulation. This gap also hampers the development of non-destructive methods for fruit quality 94 
analysis (Zude et al., 2006, 2019) and limit the opportunities for investigating the effects of the 95 
application of external forces during harvesting (Zhuang et al., 2019), packaging and transport for 96 
recommending improved handling methods in the supply chain (Li et al., 2017b; Li and Thomas, 97 
2014). The objectives of this study were, therefore (i) to compare the mechanical deformation 98 
behavior of strawberries at different compressibility levels; (ii) to test the effects of compression speed 99 
and loading direction on the textural failure mechanics of strawberries at different percentage 100 
deformation by loading-unloading tests; and (iii) to characterize the failure mechanics of strawberry 101 
fruit’s outer and inner tissues by loading-unloading tests at different compression speeds.  102 
2. Materials and methods 103 
2.1 Materials 104 
‘Hongyan’ strawberries were grown in a greenhouse at the Yangling Agricultural Hi-tech 105 
Industries Demonstration Zone, China. 220 fresh fruits were manually harvested in May 2019 at the 106 
bright-red ripening stage proposed by Ornelas-Paz et al. (2013). In the laboratory, the fruit surfaces 107 
were manually cleaned with water and dried naturally under ambient air (22 ± 1˚C). All the samples 108 
were cool-stored at about 4˚C before testing. The tests were performed within 48 h, on fruits that were 109 
allowed to reach room temperature (22 ± 1˚C, 50-55% RH). Note that strawberries and strawberry 110 
fruits are used interchangeably in this paper. 111 
2.2 Determination of fruit physical properties 112 
Firstly, 180 strawberry fruits were randomly sorted into four groups and labeled. Each fruit was 113 
placed on an inverted plastic cylindrical cap on the table with its stem-blossom axis parallel to the 114 
table surface (Fig. 1a). Subsequently, the fruit was photographed with a digital camera from its top 115 
(top view) and was then counterclockwise rotated 90° along its stem-blossom axis for repetitive 116 
photographing from its top (side view). In total, 360 images were taken. The captured images were 117 
transmitted to the computer and processed (Digimizer image analysis software 4.3.4, MedCalc 118 
Software, USA) for extracting three principal dimensions: the longitudinal height H, major transverse 119 
diameter D1 and minor transverse diameter D2 (Fig.1a). The major and minor transverse diameters 120 
indicate the maximum diameter of a fruit on the transverse equatorial section and the corresponding 121 
orthogonal diameter, respectively. Finally, the geometric mean diameter GMD, sphericity Ø and 122 
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surface area S were calculated (Equations 1-3) (Jahanbakhshi et al., 2018). The fresh mass m1 of each 123 
fruit was measured by a JCS-A electronic balance (Kaifeng Group Co., Ltd., China) with the accuracy 124 
of 0.01 g. The bulk density ρ1 of strawberry tissues was measured by a MH-300A automatic density 125 










                                                                                                                                                    (2) 
𝑆 = π(𝐻𝐷1𝐷2)
2 3⁄                                                                                                                                                   (3) 
where H- longitudinal height of the fruit, cm; D1 and D2- major and minor diameter of the fruit on its 128 
transverse equatorial section, respectively, cm; GMD-geometric mean diameter of the fruit, cm; 129 




Fig.1 Loading-unloading test of strawberries (a) Top and side views of a strawberry fruit; (b) 132 
Compression along the stem-blossom axis on the fruit longitudinal equatorial section; (c) Compression 133 
along the radial axis on the fruit transverse equatorial section.  134 
2.3 Determination of whole fruit failure mechanics 135 
A full factorial design was performed, consisting of two loading directions along the 136 
stem-blossom axis on the fruit longitudinal equatorial section (Fig. 1b) and the radial axis on the fruit 137 
transverse equatorial section (Fig. 1c), two compression speeds (1 mm/s and 5 mm/s) and nine 138 
compressibility levels (0, 2.5%, 5%, 7.5 %, 10%, 15%, 20%, 40% and 60%). In total, 180 strawberry 139 
fruits (5 samples × 2 compression speeds × 2 loading directions × 9 compressibility levels) were 140 
placed on the base plate for loading-unloading tests. Each fruit was compressed to the compressibility 141 
level between the metal base plate and the moving flat-end probe of a TA-XT plus Texture Analyzer 142 
(Stable Micro Systems Ltd., UK). The analyzer was calibrated with a 5 kg weight before the first test. 143 
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The probe consisted of a plate with 100 mm diameter, which moved 10 mm to the fruit surface during 144 
each measurement. The experimental force - deformation curve was recorded in real-time. 145 
Subsequently, the peak force (Fp), loading slope (k), and absorbed energy (Ea) were extracted from 146 
each curve recorded. Furthermore, after a group of samples were tested with orientation along their 147 
stem-blossom axis or along their radial axis on the fruit transverse equatorial section, each fruit in the 148 
group was cut into halves immediately along its stem-blossom axis or radial axis and parallel to its 149 
stem-blossom axis. The resulting samples were placed on a table for enzymatic browning for 4 hours. 150 
The fruits with 0 % compressibility level were regarded as a control group, and their fresh masses m0, 151 
and after storage (22 ± 1˚C, 50-55% RH) for 4 hours masses, m0’, were measured using the JCS-A 152 
electronic balance (Kaifeng Group Co., Ltd., China). The ratio η of water loss during the exposure to 153 
air for 4 hours for the control group was calculated using Equation (4). Subsequently, the browning 154 
tissue in each fruit sample was removed using a dissecting needle and a R35 disposable microtome 155 
blade. The mass m3 of the other non-browning tissue in the fruit sample was also measured. It was 156 
hypothesized that the browning tissue in fruit corresponded to the damaged tissue during compression 157 
and the other non-browning tissue associated with the non-damaged tissue. Moreover, it was assumed 158 
that the compressed fruit in a group have the same water loss rate in the first 4 hours after cutting open. 159 
Hence the mass m4 of the damaged tissue in each fruit sample and its corresponding percentage 160 
damaged mass R was calculated using Equations 5-6. The reported values of all fruit failure 161 
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× 100%                                                                                                                                                     (6) 
where η - ratio of water loss of the fresh fruit in the control group; m0 and m0’- fresh mass initially and 163 
after storage for 4 hours’ mass of the fruit in the control group, g; m1 - initial mass of a fresh fruit in 164 
the experimental group, g; m2 - mass of water loss in a compressed fruit after 4 hours’ storage, g; m3 - 165 
mass  of non-damaged tissue in a compressed fruit after 4 hours’ storage, g; m4 - mass of damaged 166 
tissue in a compressed fruit after 4 hours’ storage, g; R-percentage damaged mass of tissue in a 167 
compressed fruit after 4 hours’ storage, %. 168 
2.4 Determination of tissue failure mechanics 169 
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Each fruit (n = 40) was cut into halves with a sharp knife along its stem-blossom axis on the fruit 170 
longitudinal equatorial section (Fig. 2a). Because the rectangular block samples are easy for applying a 171 
normal force in perpendicular to the base plate (Pérez-López et al., 2014) and there might be 172 
differences in mechanics between outer and inner tissue (Fig. 2a), some standard rectangular outer and 173 
inner tissue blocks were prepared for loading-unloading tests using a R35 disposable microtome blade. 174 
Subsequently, each tissue block was photographed with a digital camera from its top and side. The 175 
captured images were processed by commercial software (Digimizer image analysis 4.3.4 MedCalc 176 
Software, USA) for extracting sample’s length L, width w and thickness d. The mechanical properties 177 
of two types of strawberry tissue samples were determined by the calibrated TA-XT plus Texture 178 
Analyzer with one-dimensional compression tests at three different compression speeds: 1 mm/s, 3 179 
mm/s and 5 mm/s based on the National Standard GB/T 7314-2017. The compressibility level was set 180 
to 50%. Each prepared tissue sample was put on the center of the base plate and was compressed along 181 
its length direction by a P50 plate probe (Fig. 2b). The force-deformation data were recorded by a 182 
computer in real-time. Lastly, the mechanical parameters of strawberry tissues such as elastic modulus 183 
Ec, failure stress σc, failure strain εc and failure energy Erec were derived using Equations 7-10 (Li et al., 184 
2012; Stopa et al., 2018). In total, 30 strawberry tissue samples (5 samples × 2 tissue types × 3 185 
compression speeds) were tested. The reported values of all tissue mechanical parameters were means 186 















                                                                                                                                                                     (9)                                                                         190 
𝐸rec = ∫ 𝐹𝑑∆𝐿
∆𝐿
0
                                                                                                                                                 (10)                                                                       191 
where σc - failure stress of the tissue, MPa; Fc max - elastic peak force, N; Ac - cross sectional area of the 192 
sample, mm
2
; w - cross sectional width of the sample, mm; d-cross sectional thickness of the sample, 193 
mm; εc - failure strain of tissue, %; ΔL - the difference in length of the sample before and after test, 194 
mm; L - initial length of the sample, mm; Ec - compression elastic modulus, MPa; Erec - failure energy, 195 




Fig.2 Loading-unloading test of strawberry tissue samples. (a) sampling of outer and inner tissues, (b) 198 
compression test of a tissue sample. 199 
2.5 Statistical analysis 200 
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) and Pearson correlation analysis were performed 201 
using SAS software, version 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). The Fisher’s least significant 202 
difference method was used for multiple comparison tests in MANOVA. The significance level was 203 
set at 0.05. 204 
3. Results and discussion 205 
3.1 Physical properties 206 
The loading directions along the stem-blossom axis on the fruit longitudinal equatorial section 207 
and along the radial axis on the fruit transverse equatorial section and two compression speeds (1 and 208 
5 mm/s) were included in the design of experimental factors, resulting in four groups of samples 209 
according to compression speed × loading direction (Table 1). The geometric mean diameter, 210 
sphericity, surface area, fresh mass and density of strawberry fruit samples varied from 3.44 to 3.56 211 
cm, 0.84 to 0.86, 37.52 to 40.22 cm
2
, 12.31 to 12.97 g, and 1.005 to 1.018 g/cm
3
, respectively. No 212 
difference in each physical parameter was found between the four groups at the significance level 0.05 213 
according to MANOVA. This indicates that the original four fruit sample groups were well-balanced 214 
and did not bias the data obtained by the loading-unloading tests because of distinct fruit physical 215 
characteristics associated with each compression speed or loading direction test group. 216 
Table 1 Physical properties of strawberries 217 
Parameters 
Loading along the stem-blossom axis  Loading along the radial axis 




















































Note: Data are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (n = 40). Different superscript letters 218 
(namely a, b) in the same row indicate significant difference (p < 0.05) according to MANOVA. GMD, 219 
Φ, S, m1, and ρ - geometric mean diameter, sphericity, surface area, fresh mass and density of 220 
strawberry fruit samples, respectively. 221 
3.2 Failure mechanical behavior of whole strawberries 222 
3.2.1 Loading-unloading tests 223 
Figure 3-a1 shows eight typical force-percentage deformation curves in the uniaxial 224 
loading-unloading tests and corresponds to the force-percentage deformation data of eight strawberry 225 
fruit samples compressed to a given compressibility level (e.g., 2.5 %, 5 %, 7.5 %, 10 %, 15 %, 20 %, 226 
40 % and 60 %) along its stem-blossom axis at 1 mm/s, respectively. Each force-percentage 227 
deformation curve included a loading phase and an unloading phase. Fig. 3-a2 and a3 show the 228 
browning tissues on the fruit longitudinal equatorial section after the fruit samples were compressed to 229 
a given percentage deformation at 1 and 5 mm/s and then stored for 4 h. When the compressibility 230 
level was 2.5 %, the loading phase in each force-percentage deformation curve approximated linear 231 
(Fig. 3-a1) and no visible browning was recognized on the fruit longitudinal equatorial section (Fig. 232 
3-a2 and a3), thus, 2.5 % could be regarded as the elastic deformation limit of fruit along the 233 
compression direction of stem-blossom axis at 1 and 5 mm/s. The loading phase of some 234 
force-percentage deformation curves showed an obvious inflection point which after analysis was 235 
found to correspond to the percentage deformation of fruit samples, 20.9 ± 9.5 % at 1 mm/s and 20.1 ± 236 
3.8 % at 5 mm/s, respectively. Before each inflection point, the loading phase in each force-percentage 237 
deformation curve appeared linear (Fig. 3-a1), while clearly, visible tissue browning started to occur 238 
on the longitudinal equatorial section of each fruit sample, and the size of browning area gradually 239 
increased with fruit deformation (Fig. 3-a2 and a3). Consequently, 2.5~20.9 % and 2.5~20.1 % could 240 
be regarded as the local plastic deformation ranges of fruit samples along the loading direction of the 241 
stem-blossom axis at 1 and 5 mm/s, respectively. After the inflection point was reached, the 242 
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compression resulted in no further static linear response of force to percentage of deformation and the 243 
loading force inclined with the increasing fruit percentage deformation, followed by slight ascending 244 
in the loading phase (Fig. 3-a1). On the other hand, the browning degree on the longitudinal equatorial 245 
section of each fruit sample rapidly increased with fruit deformation (Fig. 3-a2 and a3), thereby 246 
indicating the presence of an internal structural fracture in the fruit samples from the inflection point. 247 
Hence, 20.9 % and 20.1 % was regarded as the initial percentage deformation of fruit samples having 248 
an internal structural failure when the fruit samples were compressed along its stem-blossom axis at 1 249 
and 5 mm/s, respectively.  250 
The eight typical force-percentage deformation curves of fruit samples compressed to a given 251 
compressibility level (2.5 %, 5 %, 7.5 %, 10 %, 15 %, 20 %, 40 % and 60 %) along their radial axis on 252 
the transverse equatorial section at 1 mm/s are shown in Figure 3-b1. After the fruit samples were 253 
compressed to a given percentage deformation at 1 and 5 mm/s and then stored for 4 h, their browning 254 
tissues on the longitudinal equatorial sections are presented in Fig. 3-b2 and b3, respectively. The 255 
findings were similar to the compression along the fruit stem-blossom axis where 2.5 % deformation 256 
was regarded as the elastic deformation limit of fruit at the compression speeds of 1 and 5 mm/s. 257 
However, the inflection points in the loading phase of some force-percentage deformation curves 258 
corresponded to the percentage deformation of fruit samples, 28.1 ± 4.4 % at 1 mm/s and 32.9 ± 7.5 % 259 
at 5 mm/s, respectively. Hence, 2.5~28.1 % and 2.5~32.9 % could be regarded as the local plastic 260 
deformation ranges of fruit samples at the loading direction of the radial axis on the fruit transverse 261 
equatorial section at 1 and 5 mm/s, respectively. At the upper threshold, 28.1 % and 32.9 % could be 262 
considered as the limit for percentage deformation of fruit samples causing an internal structural 263 
failure when samples were compressed along their radial axis at 1 and 5 mm/s, respectively. When the 264 
compressibility level was less than 28.1 % at 1 mm/s or 32.9 % at 5 mm/s, the browning area 265 
gradually increased with percentage fruit deformation (see the first six images of Fig. 3-b2 and b3 266 
showing the browning area). Conversely, there was a rapid increase in tissues browning area on the 267 
longitudinal equatorial section of each fruit sample when the compressibility level reached more than 268 
28.1 % at 1 mm/s or 32.9 % at 5 mm/s as illustrated by the last two images of Fig. 3-b2 and b3.   269 
To sum up, taking the force-percentage deformation curve of fruit with 60 % percentage 270 
deformation as an example, the loading phase OC included three parts, namely OA – fruit elastic 271 
deformation, AB – fruit local plastic deformation and BC – fruit structural failure. The peak force Fp 272 
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corresponds to the force at the first significant peak point where the force falls off during loading 273 
phase and the loading slope k is the slope of the first part OA in the loading phase of the corresponding 274 
force-deformation curve. CD corresponds to the unloading phase of the curve. The absorbed energy Ea 275 
was calculated as the difference between the area of work during the loading phase OC and the area of 276 
work during the unloading phase CD in the corresponding force-deformation curve. Considering the 277 
region of symptoms, the fruit mechanical damage occurred always near the blossom area resulting 278 
from the loading contact between fruit and probe and the stem area resulting from the loading contact 279 
between fruit and base (Fig. 3-a2 and a3). The mechanical damage near the blossom area of fruit was 280 
always enhanced compared to the stem area of fruit. This can be attributed to the curvature of fruit 281 
contour at the blossom providing a small contact area compared to the contact at the stem. This 282 
hypothesis is further supported by the absence of any apparent difference in the mechanical damage 283 
between two sides of loading contact surfaces at a given compression level when the fruit samples 284 
were compressed along their radial axis on the transverse equatorial section (Fig. 3-b2 and b3). During 285 
tests, it was observed that some liquids leaked from tissue failure from the border of the contact 286 
surface between fruit and probe with the increase of fruit deformation. However, no clear cracks were 287 
observed on the fruit surface until the fruit was compressed to 60% deformation along its 288 
stem-blossom axis. By comparing the compression force-deformation data with the visible browning 289 
tissue on fruit equatorial sections, the elastic and failure deformation ranges of strawberries at two 290 
compression directions were obtained which provided an objective basis for extracting elastic and 291 
plastic mechanical parameters from the force-deformation curve of fruit at the macroscopic scale. 292 





Fig. 3 Typical force-percentage deformation curves and the browning area of strawberry tissues. (a1) 296 
eight force-percentage deformation curves loading along the stem-blossom axis at 1 mm/s; (a2 and a3) 297 
browning tissues on the longitudinal equatorial section after a fruit was compressed to a given 298 
percentage deformation along stem-blossom axis at 1 or 5 mm/s and then stored for 4 h, respectively; 299 
(b1) eight force-percentage deformation curves loading along the radial axis at 1 mm/s; (b2 and b3) 300 
browning tissues on the longitudinal equatorial section after a fruit was compressed to a given 301 
percentage deformation along the radial axis at 1 or 5 mm/s and then stored for 4 h, respectively. 302 
3.2.2 Failure mechanics of whole strawberries 303 
3.2.2.1 Loading slope of the whole fruit  304 
The loading slope of the whole fruit at the elastic deformation stage (percentage deformation < 305 
2.5 %) was weakly affected by the loading direction and compression speed (Fig. 4a). As the fruit was 306 
compressed along its stem-blossom axis on the longitudinal equatorial section or radial axis on the 307 
transverse equatorial section, the average loading slope at 5 mm/s was always slightly greater than that 308 
at 1 mm/s, which could be explained by the theorem of momentum as the fruit will be subjected to a 309 
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large compression peak force (corresponding to loading slope) at a rapid loading speed. The 310 
assumption made here is that the impulses applied to the fruit for a given elastic deformation are the 311 
same at two loading speeds. Similarly, the average loading slope of strawberries compressed along the 312 
stem-blossom axis was always lower than that along the radial axis, which can be attributed to fact that 313 
strawberry fruit is a long ellipsoid and the curvature of fruit contour at the blossom is much greater 314 
than that at the transverse equatorial contour. As a result, there would be more compressed cells along 315 
the radial axis than along the stem-blossom axis when the fruit was compressed to 2.5% deformation, 316 
and the resistance from the radial axis would be larger than that from the stem-blossom axis.  317 
  318 
 319 
Fig. 4 Mechanical properties of strawberries under compression. (a), (b), (c) and (d) Loading slope, 320 
peak force, absorbed energy and percentage damage mass of strawberries at different compression 321 
direction (along the stem-blossom axis and radial axis) and loading speed (1 and 5 mm/s) for each 322 
percentage deformation.  323 
3.2.2.2 Effect of compressibility level 324 















Percentage deformation (%) 
b Stem-blossom axis, 1 mm/s
Stem-blossom axis, 5 mm/s
Radial axis, 1 mm/s




















Percentage deformation (%) 
c Stem-blossom axis, 1 mm/s
Stem-blossom axis, 5 mm/s
Radial axis, 1 mm/s

























Percentage of compression (%) 
d Stem-blossom axis, 1 mm/s
Stem-blossom axis, 5 mm/s
Radial axis, 1 mm/s
Radial axis, 5 mm/s
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rapidly and then slowly (Fig. 4b), which could be attributed to different types of deformation 326 
experienced by the fruit before and after the inflection point. Indeed, the fruit surface near the 327 
compression position is convex and the contact area between the probe and the fruit surface would 328 
gradually increase with the percentage deformation during loading before the fruit structural failure. 329 
Likewise, the number of the compressed cells would also gradually increase, and as a result, the fruit 330 
might experience an elastic deformation stage and a local plastic deformation stage before inflection 331 
point, after which the sample would experience a structural failure deformation. After the inflection 332 
point the contact area between the probe and the fruit surface during loading would no longer increase 333 
whereas the number of compressed cells would continue to gradually increase with the fruit 334 
percentage deformation. This is supported by the slow increase in the absorbed energy and percentage 335 
of damaged mass of fruit at the elastic deformation and local plastic deformation stages initially when 336 
compared to a rapid increase in their values at the structural failure stage (Fig. 4c, d). 337 
3.2.2.3 Effect of compression speed 338 
The loading speed showed a significant effect on the peak force and absorbed energy (p<0.05) 339 
but did not have any significant effect on the percentage of damaged mass (p>0.05). When the fruit 340 
was compressed to a given percentage deformation along its stem-blossom axis on the longitudinal 341 
equatorial section or radial axis on the transverse equatorial section, the resulting peak forces and 342 
absorbed energies at 5 mm/s were always larger than those at 1 mm/s (Fig. 4b and c). This is probably 343 
because the compressed tissue in the fruit experienced a rapid reduction in its bulk volume in a short 344 
time when the fruit is compressed quickly to a given percentage deformation. Consequently, the fruit 345 
produced high resistance i.e. high peak force to the top-loading probe, based on the theorem of 346 
momentum with an assumption that the impulses applied to fruits are same at 1 and 5 mm/s. For the 347 
same reason the area of work between loading and unloading phases which correspond to the absorbed 348 
energy was relatively larger at a fast loading speed. However, the difference in the peak force and 349 
absorbed energy between the two loading speeds gradually became more and more significant with the 350 
increasing percentage deformation of fruits (Fig. 4b and c). The obtained results could be explained by 351 
the convex fruit surface, especially at the loading positions. Indeed, because the upper surface of the 352 
strawberry fruit is convex, the rate of increase in the number of compressed cells in the fruit would 353 
gradually improve with the increasing fruit percentage deformation. Furthermore a more rapid 354 
compression causes a higher peak force applied to these compressed cells resulting in a growing 355 
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difference in the peak force (Fig. 4b) and absorbed energy (Fig. 4c) between fruits compressed at 1 356 
and 5 mm/s. Considering the risk of mechanical damage to the fruit, these results illustrated thresholds 357 
of mechanical load that needs to be considered during manual handling, mechanical harvesting, 358 
grading, packaging and transportation for while maintaining the fruit’s quality. 359 
3.2.2.4 Effect of compression direction 360 
The compression direction showed a significant effect on the peak force, absorbed energy and 361 
percentage of damaged mass (p<0.05). Fruit compressed at 1 or 5 mm/s along its stem-blossom axis 362 
on the longitudinal equatorial section showed larger peak forces at percentage deformation below 40% 363 
when compared to those obtained from a compression along its radial axis on the transverse equatorial 364 
section (Fig. 4b). Opposite results were obtained at percentage deformation above 40%. The similar 365 
trends were observed for the absorbed energy and percentage of damaged mass which were higher at 366 
low percentage deformation and lower at high percentage deformation for compressed fruit along its 367 
stem-blossom axis than those of fruit compressed along its radial axis (Fig. 4c and d). These findings 368 
could be explained by the shape and structural arrangement of the strawberry fruit which could be 369 
considered as a long ellipsoid with a specific structural distribution of inner and outer tissues as shown 370 
in Fig. 2a. The inner tissues (e.g., pith, columella) accounts for the main part of the fruit where it is 371 
distributed along the stem-blossom axis on the longitudinal equatorial section with one side extends to 372 
the fruit stem and the other side connects the outer tissues. Conversely, the outer tissues (e.g., exocarp 373 
and mesocarp) mainly cover the inner tissues of the fruit from its top. In addition to the asymmetric 374 
distribution of the inner and outer tissues along the stem-blossom axis, the inner tissues were found to 375 
be firmer than the outer tissues, which was confirmed in the presented study. Although at the initial 376 
compression stage the probe firstly contacts the outer tissues, it would rapidly apply forces to the firm 377 
inner tissues when the loading is along the stem-blossom axis because of the thin layer of the outer 378 
tissues near the fruit blossom. When the loading is along the radial axis on the fruit transverse 379 
equatorial section the probe mainly applies forces to the soft outer tissues. Hence, when the fruit was 380 
at the elastic and local plastic deformation stages during compression, the peak force was high for 381 
loading forces along the fruit’ stem-blossom as compared to that resulted from the loading along its 382 
radial axis. Moreover, because the fruit is a long ellipsoid the curvature of fruit contour at the blossom 383 
would be much greater than that at the transverse equatorial contour. These results indicate that 384 
strawberries are more susceptible to mechanical damage when the applied load is along their 385 
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stem-blossom axis and the deformation percentage corresponding to the elastic and local plastic 386 
deformation stages. The damage mainly occurred near the fruit’s blossom (Fig. 4d) and the absorbed 387 
energy is higher than that from the loading along the radial axis (Fig. 4c). With further increase in the 388 
fruit percentage deformation, whether the loading is along the stem-blossom axis or radial axis the 389 
probe would apply forces to the firm inner tissues because of the broken outer tissues. Because 390 
strawberry is a long ellipsoidal fruit, its firm inner tissues (e.g., pith, columella) approximate a long 391 
irregular solid along the fruit stem-blossom axis and the probe would compress the narrow end when 392 
the loading is along the stem-blossom axis whereas the probe would compress the broadside when the 393 
loading is along the radial axis. As a result, strawberries subjected to a loading force along their radial 394 
axis showed higher resistance (corresponding to peak force), absorbed energy and percentage of 395 
damaged mass when compared to those subjected to a loading along their stem-blossom axis (Fig. 4). 396 
These findings suggest that fresh strawberries could be fixed along their stem-blossom axis and 397 
vertically placed in pack cases to avoid their surface to be subjected to loading forces during 398 
packaging and transporting.  399 
3.2.3 Correlations between fruit mechanical parameters 400 
The Pearson correlation coefficients between the mechanical parameters of strawberries are 401 
presented in Table 2. This shows that there was a high positive linear correlation between experimental 402 
values of peak force and absorbed energy and between absorbed energy and percentage of damaged 403 
mass of fruits subjected to loading forces along their stem-blossom axis and radial axis at 1 or 5 mm/s. 404 
Similar results were found by Sirisomboon et al. (2012) and Li et al. (2015) for tomato fruits, 405 
Pérez-López et al. (2014) for peach, and Liu et al. (2019) for apple. These Pearson correlation 406 
coefficients between fruit mechanical parameters varied to some extent with the loading conditions, 407 
such as loading speed and compression directions. There was stronger correlation between absorbed 408 
energy and percentage of damaged mass (coefficient of determination, more than 0.95). This result 409 
indicates that the percentage of damaged mass of strawberries could be better predicted from the 410 
absorbed energy. This is a particularly useful finding as evaluating the percentage of damaged mass is 411 
a tedious process and challenging to accurately measure whereas the absorbed energy is easily 412 
measured by loading-unloading tests. 413 
Table 2 Pearson correlation coefficient between mechanical parameters of fruits at two loading speeds, 414 
and two loading directions 415 
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Note: Fp - Ea indicates the correlation between peak force and absorbed energy; R- Fp indicates the 416 
correlation between percentage of damaged mass and peak force; Ea - R indicates the correlation 417 
between absorbed energy and percentage of damaged mass. 418 
Fruit mechanical damage is the failure of a biomaterial, and as such closely relates to fruit 419 
mechanics (Li and Thomas, 2014). Hence, quantitatively characterizing the mechanical damage of 420 
strawberry fruits using one of the easily-measured mechanical parameters, such as absorbed energy 421 
would be an effective method. It is worth noted that the mass loss of the damaged tissue is a relative 422 
slow and hysteresis physiological process during storage, otherwise the correlation between absorbed 423 
energy and percentage of damaged mass could have been even stronger.  424 
3.3 Failure mechanical properties of strawberry tissues 425 
3.3.1 Loading-unloading tests 426 
The loading-unloading tests at 1, 3 and 5 mm/s were performed on strawberry outer and inner 427 
tissue samples with similar dimensions, about 11 mm, length × 11 mm, width × 18 mm thickness 428 
(Table 3). The samples were divided into six groups and the data in each column represented the 429 
average values ± standard deviations of each sample group (tissue type × loading speed). Again, as in 430 
the case of the whole fruit, the six groups were similar with respect to the initial length, width and 431 
thickness according to multivariate ANOVA (Table 3). Therefore, bias in data obtained by the 432 
loading-unloading tests due to the sample geometry associated with each loading speed test group was 433 
minimized.  434 
Table 3 Geometric sizes of strawberry tissue samples 435 
Parameters 
Outer tissue  Inner tissue 















Loading along the stem-blossom axis  Loading along the radial axis 
1 mm/s 5 mm/s  1 mm/s 5 mm/s 























































Note: Data are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (n = 5). Different superscript letters 436 
(namely a, b) in the same row indicate significant difference (p < 0.05) according to ANOVA. L, w and 437 
d - the initial length, width and thickness of strawberry fruit tissue samples, respectively. 438 
Typical force-percentage deformation curves for compression test of strawberry outer and inner 439 
tissues to 50% at 1, 3 and 5 mm/s are presented in Fig. 5. Taking the force-percentage deformation 440 
curves at 5 mm/s as an example, each curve included a loading phase OPQ and an unloading phase QS. 441 
An abrupt decrease in loading force in the loading phase when the tissue sample failure was observed. 442 
The elastic peak force Fcmax is the force at the first significant peak point P during loading phase and 443 
corresponds to the beginning of the tissue failure. Hence, the failure stress of each tissue could be 444 
inferred from the ratio of the elastic peak force Fcmax to the cross-sectional area Ac of the tissue sample. 445 
Similarly, the compression elastic modulus of each tissue could be inferred from the ratio of the failure 446 
stress σc to its strain εc (Alamar et al., 2008). The failure energy Erec was measured as the area of work 447 
during the loading phase of the corresponding force-deformation curve before the tissue failure (Link 448 
et al., 2018). 449 
 450 
Fig.5 Typical loading-unloading curves for compression test of strawberry tissues to 50% at different 451 
compression speeds. (a) Loading-unloading curves of strawberry outer tissues at 1, 3 and 5 mm/s, 452 
respectively; (b) Loading-unloading curves of strawberry inner tissues at 1, 3 and 5 mm/s, 453 
respectively.  454 
3.3.2 Failure mechanics of strawberry tissues 455 
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3.3.2.1 Effect of tissue type 456 
The failure mechanical properties of strawberry outer and inner tissues at the three loading speeds 457 
of 1, 3, 5 mm/s are listed in Table 4. The results of multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) 458 
indicated a significant effect of the type of tissue (e.g., outer and inner tissues) on the failure stress σc, 459 
failure strain εc, failure energy Erec and compression elastic modulus Ec of strawberry tissues (p<0.05). 460 
The results of multiple comparisons in MANOVA showed that the average failure stress, failure strain, 461 
failure energy and compression elastic modulus of strawberry inner tissues were 0.093 MPa, 17.7%, 462 
8.09 mJ, 0.53 MPa, which was 1.27, 1.14, 1.47, 1.15 times significantly higher than those of outer 463 
tissues (p<0.05), respectively. These findings could be attributed to the differences in the size, type and 464 
chemical component of cells present in these two kinds of tissues alongside different arrangement 465 
between vascular tissues and different types of cells. In this study, the obtained outer tissues mainly 466 
included cortical cells, hypodermal cells and vascular tissues while the obtained inner tissues mainly 467 
included hypodermal cells, pith cells and vascular tissues. Pectin content gradually decreases from 468 
hypodermis to cortex tissues whereas from vascular to cortical tissues the protein and carbohydrate 469 
content also gradually decrease (Suutarinen et al., 1998). From the outer cortical tissues to the inner 470 
hypodermis, cells shape change from irregular to approximately spherical. Likewise, cells gradually 471 
increase in size and the porosity between adjacent cells become bigger (Contigiani et al., 2018). 472 
Additionally, there are apparent differences in the orientation of vascular bundles in the outer and 473 
inner tissues (Suutarinen et al., 1998; Suutarinen et al., 2000). De Bruijn et al. (2016) and 474 
Duarte-Molina et al. (2016) reported that the puncture elastic modulus of strawberry tissues 475 
approximated 0.33 and 0.011 MPa, respectively. These values are lower than those of compression 476 
elastic modulus of strawberry outer and inner tissues from this study. The reason might be that the 477 
friction force on the sides of the puncture probe reduces the normal compression force during 478 
puncturing (Grotte et al., 2001). 479 
In summary, the outer tissues in a strawberry fruit are more susceptible to mechanical damage 480 
than the inner tissues. Conversely, the failure stress, failure strain and elastic modulus of the outer 481 
green rind in watermelon tissues were 1.23 MPa, 26.6%, 4.94 MPa, which was 45.56, 5.12, 9.21 times 482 
significantly higher than those of the inner red flesh tissues, respectively (Sadrnia et al., 2008). 483 
Similarly, the failure stress of peel grapefruit was 0.47 MPa and 6.71 times higher than of the pulp 484 
tissues (Miraei Ashtiani et al., 2019). All these findings demonstrate the difference in the failure 485 
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mechanics between different types of fruits.   486 





σc (MPa) εc (%) Erec (mJ) Ec (MPa) 
Outer 
tissue 
1 0.059±0.002 16.6±1.64 3.73±0.11 0.36±0.03 
3 0.076±0.004 15.4±1.27 5.70±0.31 0.44±0.03 
5 0.085±0.012 14.7±2.67 7.06±0.99 0.58±0.04 
Inner 
tissue 
1 0.076±0.005 18.4±2.84 5.68±0.45 0.42±0.03 
3 0.090±0.034 17.6±0.22 7.96±3.05 0.51±0.19 
5 0.114±0.019 17.1±0.48 10.62±1.81 0.66±0.10 
Note: Data are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (n = 5). σc, εc, Ere and Ec - the failure stress, 488 
failure strain, failure energy and compression elastic modulus of strawberry tissue samples, 489 
respectively. 490 
3.3.2.2 Effect of loading speed 491 
The results of multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) showed a significant effect of the 492 
loading speed (e.g., 1, 3 and 5 mm/s) on the failure stress σc, failure energy Erec and compression 493 
elastic modulus Ec of strawberry tissues (p<0.05). However, the failure strain of strawberry tissues did 494 
not significantly depend on the loading speed, indicating that the strawberry tissues approximate brittle 495 
biomaterial, which is similar to the analysis on bovine liver by Lu et al. (2014). The failure stress, 496 
failure energy and compression elastic modulus gradually increased with the increasing loading speed. 497 
The average failure stress, failure energy and compression elastic modulus of strawberry tissues at 5 498 
mm/s were 0.099 MPa, 8.84 mJ, 0.62 MPa, which were 1.48, 1.88, 1.61 times significantly higher than 499 
those obtained at 1 mm/s (p<0.05), respectively. Similar increase in these failure mechanical 500 
parameters with increasing compression speed have been found by Kohyama et al. (2013) on 501 
cucumber tissues. The results could be explained by the change in turgor pressure in fruit tissue cells 502 
under different compression speeds. The cell turgor pressure is the force exerted on the cell membrane 503 
by the intracellular fluid and its osmotic potential (Duarte-Molina et al., 2016) and its value is 0 when 504 
no stress is applied to an intact tissue (Singh et al., 2014). When a tissue is compressed at various 505 
speeds, the cells in the tissue produce different turgor pressures and low speed would allow some 506 
intracellular fluids in single cells to have enough time for flowing out from each cells. Although 507 
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strawberry tissues under high-speed compression showed large failure mechanical parameters and 508 
superficially seems insusceptible to produce immediately mechanical damage, the hysteresis damage 509 
of the strawberry tissues under high-speed compression was more serious than that under low-speed 510 
compression. Hence, from farms to markets a series of slow and gentle handlings are vital for fresh 511 
fruits to maintain high quality.  512 
4. Conclusion 513 
Textural failure mechanics of strawberry fruits and their tissues were characterized by 514 
loading-unloading tests at different compression speeds. Strawberry fruit showed expected three stages 515 
of deformation during loading phase, namely elastic, local plastic and structural failure deformation. 516 
Their cut-off points depended on the compression speed and loading direction, which was further 517 
validated by the corresponding visible browning processes in tissues from fruit longitudinal equatorial 518 
section. The peak force and absorbed energy depended on the loading direction and compression speed 519 
whereas the percentage damaged mass only depended on the loading direction. The fruit was most 520 
susceptible to mechanical damage when it was compressed along its stem-blossom axis at low 521 
percentage deformation and along its radial axis at high percentage deformation. A strong correlation 522 
was found between the absorbed energy and percentage damaged mass of the fruit, despite the relative 523 
slow and hysteresis physiological process of mass loss in damaged tissue during storage. This result 524 
suggests that the absorbed energy could be an appropriate and easily measurable mechanical parameter 525 
for quantitatively assessing the degree of fruit damage.  526 
The average failure stress, failure strain, failure energy and elastic modulus of fruit inner tissues 527 
were 0.093 MPa, 17.7%, 8.09 mJ, 0.53 MPa, which was 1.27, 1.14, 1.47, 1.15 times enhanced 528 
compared to values of outer tissues (p<0.05), respectively. Hence the outer tissues in a strawberry fruit 529 
are more susceptible to mechanical damage than the inner tissues. Although the failure stress, failure 530 
energy and elastic modulus of strawberry tissues were increased by the compression speed, the 531 
hysteresis damage of strawberry tissue under high-speed compression was more serious than that 532 
under low-speed compression. Therefore, from farms to markets a series of slow and gentle handlings 533 
are vital for fresh fruits to maintain high quality. The obtained tissue mechanics could be used to 534 
non-destructively and quantitatively predict the internal mechanical damage evolution and damage 535 
volume changing of strawberries by numerical simulation. These findings would contribute the pool of 536 
information required for the development more efficient and effective harvesting robot whereas the 537 
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failure mechanical evaluation method might also be used for other living plant materials.  538 
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